The pressure-induced changes in the optical properties of β-Na0.33V2O5 single crystals at room temperature were studied by polarization-dependent Raman and far-infrared reflectivity measurements under high pressure. From the changes in the Raman-and infrared-active phonon modes in the pressure range 9 -12 GPa a transfer of charge between the different V sites can be inferred. The importance of electron-phonon coupling in the low-pressure regime is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In solid state matter with complex crystal structure the distribution of charge on the various structural entities, like chains or ladders of polyhedra, generally is one key for understanding the observed electronic and magnetic properties. In the presence of strong electronic correlations, especially in systems with reduced dimensions, these systems often exhibit an ordering of the charge carriers or a charge disproportionation. In some rare cases superconductivity occurs in direct vicinity to the charge-ordered phase. The low-dimensional vanadate β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 is such an example: It shows a superconducting phase in the pressure range between 7 GPa to 9 GPa below ≈9 K.
1 For lower pressures a phase of charge ordering/charge disproportionation is found.
1,2
β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 crystalizes in a monoclinic tunnel-like structure built by three kinds of chains along the b axis which consist of three inequivalent vanadium sites. Along the b axis the edge-shared (V1)O 6 octahedra form a zigzag double chain. The (V2)O 6 octahedra form a twoleg ladder by corner sharing and the (V3)O 5 polyhedra form zigzag double chains. There are two possible sodium sites located in the tunnels along the b axis. They can be represented as a two-leg ladder along the b axis. For a sodium stoichiometry of 0.33 half of the sites is occupied. At room temperature the sodium atoms are statistically distributed over these sites. 3 In Fig. 1 a projection of the crystal structure, the two types of chains, and the twoleg ladder formed by vanadium oxide polyhedra and octahedra are shown. Recent NMR studies in combination with theoretical investigations suggest that regarding the dominant electronic interactions the system is rather to be described as consisting of weakly coupled V2-V2 and V1-V3 ladders.
2,4
Dc resistivity measurements on β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 reveal a one-dimensional metallic character, with the lowest resis- tivity along the b axis, i.e., along the chain direction. 5, 6, 7 This is in agreement with the optical properties of the material:
8 For the polarization of the incident radiation along the chain direction, E b, the reflectivity is high and a Drude contribution is found at room temperature, whereas in the perpendicular direction an insulating behavior is observed.
Up to now the nature of the pressure-induced superconductivity and the role of the distribution of charge for the superconducting phase are not clear. A first pressuredependent study of the infrared reflectivity at room temperature revealed the electronic and lattice dynamical properties of β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 single crystals along different directions. 9, 10, 11 The results of this study suggest the possible role of polaronic quasiparticles for the superconductivity: For E b a pronounced mid-infrared is observed, which was claimed 8 to be of small-polaron origin. For pressures up to 12 GPa, this mid-infrared band shifts to smaller frequencies with increasing pressure, in agreement with small-polaron theory.
9,10,11 Above 12 GPa this trend is reversed. Further significant spectral changes are induced at around 12 GPa, like the development of additional excitations. It was suggested that the additional excitations are related to a redistribution of charge among the different V sites. Based on the infrared data a pressure-induced structural phase transition as an explanation for the additional excitations appeared unlikely but could not be ruled out.
9
Raman spectroscopy, as a complementary tool to infrared spectroscopy, can give additional important information on the lattice dynamical properties. We therefore carried out a polarization-dependent Raman study on β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 single crystals under high pressure. We find significant changes in the Raman modes induced for pressures 9 -12 GPa, in agreement with the pressuredependent frequency positions of the far-infrared phonon modes. Several scenarios are considered as possible explanations for these findings, like structural phase transition, amorphization or charge redistribution. Furthermore, the possible relevance of electron-phonon coupling in β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 is discussed.
II. EXPERIMENT
The investigated β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 single crystals were grown according to Ref. 5 . The sample quality was checked by infrared and dc resistivity measurements. Polarization-dependent Raman measurements at room temperature were carried out in backscattering geometry with a Renishaw System 1000 Micro-Raman Spectrometer equipped with a notch filter (130 cm −1 cutoff frequency) and a CCD multichannel detector. The 632.8 nm He-Ne laser line was used for excitation. To focus the beam on the sample an Olympus objective with a 20x magnification and a 21 mm working distance was attached to the microscope. The spot size on the sample was 5 µm. The studied frequency range extends from 140 cm −1 to 1200 cm −1 . For the high pressure experiment a diamond anvil cell equipped with type IIA diamonds was used. A small sample of the size of 80x80 µm 2 was cut and placed in the hole (150 µm) of a steel gasket. Finely ground KCl powder served as quasi-hydrostatic pressure transmitting medium. A small ruby chip was added to determine the pressure with the ruby luminescence method. 12 The reproducibility of the results was checked by two experimental runs.
In addition, we carried out polarization-dependent reflectivity measurements in the far-infrared range (200 -650 cm −1 ) at the infrared beamline of the synchrotron radiation source ANKA. A Bruker IFS 66v/S FT-IR spectrometer in combination with an infrared microscope (Bruker IRscope II), equipped with a 15× magnification objective was employed. For pressure generation up to 14 GPa a diamond anvil cell with type IIA diamonds and KCl powder as pressure medium were used. Reflectivity spectra R s−d were measured at the interface between the sample and diamond anvil. Spectra taken at the inner diamond-air interface of the empty cell served as the reference for normalization of the sample spectra. Schemes for the geometries of the sample and reference measurements are given in Ref. 9 . Variations in source intensity were taken into account by applying additional normalization procedures. To obtain the frequency positions of the phonon modes, the reflectivity spectra were fitted with the Drude-Lorentz model combined with the normal-incidence Fresnel equation, taking into account the known refractive index of diamond.
III. RESULTS
A. Ambient-pressure Raman spectra
In Fig. 2 the room-temperature ambient-pressure Raman spectra of β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 are shown for parallel and crossed polarizations. The spectra are shifted along the vertical axis for clarity. For cc polarization seven modes (219, 247, 298, 433, 518, 554, 1010 cm −1 ) and one broad peak-like structure at 702 cm −1 are observed. For bb polarization five strong modes (150, 266, 331, 390, 440, 1009 cm −1 ) are found. The crossed bc polarization shows five modes (154, 165, 256, 275, 695 cm −1 ) in the measured range. In Table I we list the different modes together with their assignments. The mode assignment is based on a comparison with Raman data of the closely related compound β-Ca 0.33 V 2 O 5 :
13 Both β-Ca 0.33 V 2 O 5 and β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 crystallize in the same monoclinic crystal structure, with a doubling of the unit cell in β-Ca 0.33 V 2 O 5 along the b direction due to an ordering of the Ca atoms (similar to the low-temperature phase of β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 , see Refs. 14,15). Therefore, it is possible to compare the ambient-pressure Raman data of β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 with those of β-Ca 0.33 V 2 O 5 .
13,14,15 The phonon modes below 500 cm −1 originate from the bond bending vibrations, while those at higher frequencies can be assigned to the stretching vibrations of the V-O polyhedra and octahedra. The highest-frequency modes at 1010 and 1009 cm −1 are attributed to the V3-O8 and V1-O4 bond stretching vibrations, respectively, since these are the shortest bonds.
The broad peak-like structure at 702 cm −1 for cc polarization is also observed in the Raman spectra of several closely related vanadate compounds, the most prominent one being the α'-NaV 2 O 5 . α'-NaV 2 O 5 was extensively studied because of its interesting lowtemperature properties, namely a spin-Peierls-like phase transition at T c =35 K with the simultaneous occurrence of charge disproportionation, lattice dimerization, and spin-gap formation.
16 Despite the differences in the crystal structure of α'-NaV 2 O 5 compared to that of β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 [and other members of the family β-A 0.33 V 2 O 5 (A=Sr,Ca,Na...)]
13 -the former being twodimensional, the latter one-dimensional in nature -there are remarkable similarities in their Raman and optical conductivity spectra. These similarites are due to the fact that the electronic structures of the two compounds are based on similar structural units, as was shown by recent extended Hückel tight-binding calculations.
4
In α'-NaV 2 O 5 a similar broad Raman mode is found at around 650 cm −1 in aa polarization. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 Several scenarios have been proposed to explain this broad Gaussian-like band: (i) electric dipole transitions between the crystal field split V 3d levels, (ii) magnon scattering, and (iii) a mode due to strong electron-phonon coupling. Up to now, a consensus has not been reached on this issue. On the other hand, there are additional hints for the relevance of electron-phonon coupling in α'-NaV 2 O 5 : the phonon modes close to the broad band are asymmetric and could be fitted with a Fano profile.
17,20,23
Generally, such a mode asymmetry is assigned to the interaction between a discrete state (lattice vibration) and an electronic continuum. In coparison, in our ambientpressure cc Raman spectrum of β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 an asymmetric profile of the mode located at 518 cm −1 , close to the broad band at around 702 cm −1 , is not obvious.
B. Pressure-dependent Raman and far-infrared reflectivity spectra
The results of the pressure-dependent Raman measurements are shown in Fig. 3 . The spectra are shifted along the vertical axis for clarity. Due to the diamond absorption the intensity is reduced and therefore some of the ambient pressure modes are not detectable.
One important finding is that the Raman spectra do not change fundamentally in the whole studied pressure range. Most of the spectral features are present up to the highest applied pressure. The observed changes are continuous, and mainly consist of a weakening or broadening of the spectral features. Therefore, we can rule out an amorphization of the sample, in agreement with earlier conclusions based on our pressure-dependent midinfrared data.
9
A closer inspection of the spectra, however, reveals interesting pressure-induced changes: Almost all modes harden with increasing pressure, and the pressureinduced shift depends on the pressure range. In Fig. 4 the frequency shifts of the Raman modes with the most pronounced changes are shown. The frequency positions were obtained by fitting with Lorentzian functions. Below we describe the pressure-induced changes in more detail. All these changes are reversible upon pressure release.
For cc polarization [see Fig. 3(a) ] the V3-O8 stretching mode located in the high-frequency range shifts linearly in the pressure range ≤9 GPa. The linear pressure coefficient was obtained by fitting the peak positions with the function ω(P ) = A + B * P , where P is the applied pressure. The so-obtained linear pressure coefficient B for this mode and the other modes is included in Table I. Above 9 GPa the V3-O8 stretching mode hardens strongly, and a saturation sets in above approximately 12 GPa [Fig. 4(a) ]. In comparison, the V3-O7 stretching mode shows almost no pressure-induced frequency change up to approx. 10 GPa [Fig. 4(d) ]. Between 10 and 12 GPa its frequency increases, and above 12 GPa the mode remains approximately constant. Furthermore, above 9 GPa a new Raman mode appears at a frequency of 230 cm −1 , which hardens with increasing pressure. The broad Raman peak at 702 cm −1 loses intensity with increasing pressure and evolves into a narrower peak, located at 758 cm −1 for the highest applied pressure. For bb polarization [see Fig. 3(b) ] the strongest modes at 266 and 440 cm −1 are not much affected by the pressure application regarding their frequency position: For the pressure range below 9 GPa they shift only by a few wavenumbers, and above 9 GPa their positions are approximately pressure-independent. The frequency of the V1-O4 stretching mode increases linearly with increasing pressure [see Fig. 4 (b)] and remains constant above 12 GPa. It is interesting to note that the mode at 266 cm −1 appreciably loses intensity above 9 GPa. A further change induced at around 9 GPa is the appearance of a Raman mode at around 230 cm −1 , whose intensity increases with increasing pressure. In addition, two new modes (located at 500 and 550 cm −1 ) appear above 5 GPa, shifting to higher frequencies with increasing pressure.
For bc polarization the V3-O7 stretching mode shows the strongest pressure dependence [see Figs. 3(c) and 4(c)]: After an initial shift, the mode is approximately pressure-independent up to 12 GPa, and above 12 GPa it hardens. Furthermore, above 9 GPa a weak, pressureindependent Raman mode appears at around 330 cm −1 . In summary, for all the different studied polarizations the most pronounced changes in the Raman spectra are found in the pressure range between 9 and 12 GPa. This is in good agreement with our pressure-dependent farinfrared reflectivity measurements: In Fig. 5 the roomtemperature reflectivity spectra R s−d of β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 for the polarization E c are shown for selected pressures. We obtained the frequency positions of the phonon modes by fitting the spectra with the Drude-Lorentz model combined with the normal-incidence Fresnel equation, taking into account the known refractive index of diamond. Several modes show marked changes at around 12 GPa, which is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 5 : Here we show the pressure dependence of the frequency positions of the modes in the range 300 -400 cm −1 , which can be assigned to the polyhedral bending modes. 24 While the frequency positions of these modes are almost pressure independent below 12 GPa, they significantly shift to higher energies above this pressure value. In addition, the oscillator strengths of the modes change at ≈12 GPa. At around the same pressure the changes in the Ramanactive modes are observed, suggesting a conjoint interpretation of the effects.
IV. DISCUSSION
Earlier pressure-dependent mid-infrared data of β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 found new excitations induced at around 12 GPa, which were interpreted in terms of a redistribution of charge among the different V sites.
9 Based on these data, a pressure-induced structural phase transition or amorphization of the sample appeared unlikely. The occurrence of a structural phase transition, however, could not be ruled out. According to our results, most of the Raman and far-infrared modes are present up to the highest applied pressure. Therefore, we can rule out an amorphization of the sample between 10 and 12 GPa. Furthermore, our results show that the structural units, i.e., the V-O polyhedra, remain intact up to the highest applied pressure.
In the pressure range 10 -12 GPa several Ramanactive modes show a significant change in their pressuredependent frequency shifts. In general, the force constant and hence the frequency of a Raman mode are affected by the amount of charge on the ions involved in the vibrations.
18,23 Accordingly, we interpret the changes observed in our Raman data in terms of a transfer of charge between the different V sites, setting in at 9 GPa and being completed at around 12 GPa. It is interesting to note, that the frequency of the V2-O1-V2 bending mode located at 440 cm −1 in bb polarization is hardly affected by the pressure application. Therefore, we speculate that the charge transfer occurs mainly among the V1 and V3 sites.
According to the above interpretation, the amount of charge located on the different structural entities [(V1)O 6 and (V2)O 6 octahedra, (V3)O 5 polyhedra] is changed between 9 and 12 GPa, which should influence the frequencies of the related infrared modes (like polyhedral bending and stretching modes). Indeed, this is demonstrated by the results of our far-infrared reflectivity data. Besides the frequency positions of the modes, their oscillator strengths are altered at around 12 PGa, which is also consistent with a pressure-induced rearrangement of the charges.
A further issue of interest concerns the relevance of electron-phonon coupling and possible formation of polaronic quasiparticles in β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 . The pronounced mid-infrared band observed by reflectivity measurements was attributed to polaronic excitations.
8 Its pressure-induced redshift up to 12 GPa confirms this interpretation. 9, 10, 11 Additional support of the importance of electron-phonon coupling can be inferred from the presence of the broad Raman mode in the cc Raman spectrum at around 700 cm −1 and its pressure dependence: Such a broad mode was also found in the Raman spectrum of the closely related α'-NaV 2 O 5 . Here, its origin was related to the coupling of a phonon mode to an electronic state, among other possible scenarios.
22
A similar mechanism based on electron-phonon coupling might also lead to the broad Raman mode in the present material. The mode is clearly visible in the Raman spectrum of β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 at ambient pressure, but weakens with increasing pressure and seems to have disappeared completely above ≈10 GPa. In the same pressure range (10 -12 GPa) the presumable polaronic band in our mid-infrared reflectivity spectra 9,10,11 changes its character. These findings suggest that electron-phonon coupling is indeed important in β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 , at least up to ≈12 GPa.
V. SUMMARY
Our polarization-dependent Raman and far-infrared reflectivity spectra of β-Na 0.33 V 2 O 5 single crystals under pressure show significant changes in the phonon modes for pressures 9 -12 GPa. Since most of the spectral features are present up to the highest applied pressure, a pressure-induced amorphization of the sample between 10 and 12 GPa can be ruled out. Furthermore, the structural units, i.e., the V-O polyhedra, remain intact up to the highest pressure. The observed pressure-induced changes in the optical properties can be related to a pressure-induced transfer of charge among the different V sites. The presence of the broad Raman mode in cc polarization below ≈12 GPa suggests the relevance of electron-phonon coupling in the low-pressure range. 
